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POSITION NAME EMAIL CONTACT 

HM Colin Sorias colinsorias@yahoo.com 305-1053 

Asst HM Allan Girod 788-8959 Hash Cash Lorin Paton 622-5806 
 

Hareline Salma Khan salmakhan_10@hotmail.com 753-8843 

On-Sec Marita Guevara mcguevar@tstt.co.tt 685-3600 

Members Betty Agostini, Marguerite Aanensen, Joanne Esdale, Gerry Soogrim, Michelle Girod 

 

Run:  

879 

Date:  

8 Nov 2014 

Site:  

Rousillac 

Hares:  

Private Parts & Central Posse 

Scribe:  

Les is more 

It was a very hot and sunny day at Rousillac. As we approached the 

run site, there were a few hashers already there waiting to set 

off. Upon waiting for the run to set off a bus filled with hashers 

singing and playing music arrived; now is time for the run to begin. 

It was about 3:50pm and the sun was still blazing. We set off ON 

ON to the streets – I am running and realize but wait we still on 

the streets?? I wanna know where’s the bush and hills?? I wasn’t 

expecting hills but really 45 mins and still no bush! We bounce 

check points and well these are the longest checks I came across, 

but never the less, I am there trying to keep up with the crowd. 

 

We entered into a residential area with a lot of cross roads giving the 

hares the advantage of having many false trails, which makes it more 

challenging but hey I like it that way. There were so many checks 

that Devon and Nigel decided who should 

check next and how many they’d each 

already checked. Halfway into the run the 

majority of the hashers were confused or 

lost for a moment due to the invisibility of 
paper…but thanks to Nigel and Devon for 

their true hashing spirit for setting us back on track.  

 

Then finally we entered into mother-nature. It was the best part of the run 

heading through greenery. While running I heard music, getting closer then I 

realized it’s a beer stop and hashers drinking and dancing. Seeing that beer 

stop was like water in a desert! That beer was the most refreshing, I drank it “down down down down 

down” there was no cause to wait “ lol” soca playing hashers enjoying themselves it was like a little pre-

party.  
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As I left the beer stop continuing about 5 minutes into the bushes I came 

across a huge open field. It was the most magnificent sight I have ever seen - 

beautiful green grass, a huge mass of land I could see hashers from a mile 

away. Thumbs up to the hares for that marvelous scenery, it was a long run 

through the field though, seeing animals grazing it was a beauty.  

After that long run through the field, or should I say walk, fnding myself in 

the middle of the park from being in the front, but due to the long X’s and 

checks I just didn’t have it in me. Upon reaching the end of the pasture I 

could see the football field ahead, it sort of brought some relief to me 

knowing that I am almost there. 

On reaching back to the run site I needed another cold beer; the run took 

approximately 1 hour and 45minutes. On tasting the roti it was good and the 

beers cold. So later on in the evening we were welcomed with the wonderful sound of tassa. Well from 

that point the hashers crowded around to embrace the music. We were dancing and having a great time - 

it was a night filled with enjoyment and fun. And that wasn’t all  - there was even an exotic indian dance. 

She was the center of attention. The night was young and we were all in a good place. The DJ was also 

keeping the vibes with his music. To sum it all up - great run and wonderful entertainment so as we 

decide to depart, the bacchanal wasnt over because the bus was taking the lime to a bar. So hashers ON 

ON to the next run.              

Virgins: Christian, Kym, Anil, Nicholas, Wasiyma, Rachael, Jean Marc, Ramkelawan 

New Shoes: Lisa, Monty, Jean Marc 

Poofter: Wasiyma - Guyanese Hasher and David Richardson 

HM’s Hinderance 

Another Central Posse Hash run – and they did not disappoint. This crew pulls out all the stops 

to make sure we hashers ingest a hearty and well spent evening. There was a mini-fete at the 
beer stop, DJ music, roti, tassa and exotic dancer. What more could you throw in for a fantastic 

hash Saturday. After a punishing run devoid of the least canopy of vegetation – the after 

activities were a fitting climax. There was even the big-bus in attendance – no doubt the bus 
goers having a whale of a time on their journey to & fro the deep Southland. 

Thanks to David and Sharon and the rest of the crew for an afternoon well spent. We look 

forward once again to your outlay come 2015. 
Enviro-Corner 

Segregate your waste at the hash! Remember Disassemble, Crush & Dispose 

Responsibly. - Reduce | Reuse | Recycle| We’re all in this together! 

BLACK BAGS – General Litter | BLUE BAGS – Plastics | YELLOW BAGS - Metals 

HARELINE 2014 

RUN# DATE (2014) HARES SITE & INFO 

881 Dec 6 Committee 2014 – Christmas Hash Run & 

Party 

TBA – Look out for details 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Run #881 - Sat Dec 6, 2014 - Hash Run & Christmas Party 

Our End-of-Year Blowout Extravanganza…Hash style! 

Come find out who’ve been naughty or not nice...then we party the night 
away…Not To Miss!!..Stay tuned to website & Facebook for run & party details… 


